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Product description 
PlusAir Pocket Filters have been specially developed to 
guarantee clean air in diverse applications. The PlusAir Pocket 
Filters can be used in Air Handling units for buildings, schools, 
Automotive plants, Gas turbines and rotary equipment. 
The PlusAir is available in filter classes EN779: G4 
and F7.  
PlusAir filters are manufactured athigh
filter medium is constructed from selec
fibers in a progressive density, dual and triple multi
technique to ensure high depth loading with optimal lowest 
pressure drop performance. This results in long filter life, high 
fractional efficiency, relatively high dust loading, and low 
energy and maintenance costs.  
PlusAir filters are 100% synthetic, corrosion free and hum
resistant products. They conform to all European Union and 
U.S. fire classifications (e.g. DIN 53438
The pocket medium is semi rigid, with a welded rib 
construction to form a pocket with the highest possible 
functional security in even the most extreme air pressure and 
high dust environments. The leak-free construction and the 
embedded medium in a stable reinforced plastic front
guarantee the highest performance in most environments. 
PlusAir pocket filters are metal free and 
corrode. They can be incinerated and withstand 100% 
humidity environments with ease.  
Consistent quality is ensured by independent quality control 
according to EN-779:2011 
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Application speciality
 

PlusAir Pocket Filters are designed for use as final 
filters in general ventilation and air conditioning 
equipment installed in offices, shopping centers, 
theatres, hotels, industrial plants, food processing 
plants and laboratories. 
They are also used as a pre
units for car paint spray cabins, electrical 
equipment, electric motors, and superfine and 
absolute (HEPA) filtration systems.

Product information

Pocket Filters have been specially developed to 
guarantee clean air in diverse applications. The PlusAir Pocket 
Filters can be used in Air Handling units for buildings, schools, 
Automotive plants, Gas turbines and rotary equipment.  

le in filter classes EN779: G4 – M5 – M6 

PlusAir filters are manufactured athigh-tech media plant. The 
filter medium is constructed from selected high performance 
fibers in a progressive density, dual and triple multi-layering 

high depth loading with optimal lowest 
pressure drop performance. This results in long filter life, high 
fractional efficiency, relatively high dust loading, and low 

PlusAir filters are 100% synthetic, corrosion free and humidity-
resistant products. They conform to all European Union and 
U.S. fire classifications (e.g. DIN 53438-F1 and UL 900-2). 
The pocket medium is semi rigid, with a welded rib 
construction to form a pocket with the highest possible 

ven the most extreme air pressure and 
free construction and the 

embedded medium in a stable reinforced plastic front-header 
guarantee the highest performance in most environments.  
PlusAir pocket filters are metal free and therefore do not 
corrode. They can be incinerated and withstand 100% 

Consistent quality is ensured by independent quality control 
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Application speciality 

Pocket Filters are designed for use as final 
filters in general ventilation and air conditioning 
equipment installed in offices, shopping centers, 
theatres, hotels, industrial plants, food processing 
plants and laboratories.  
They are also used as a pre-filter in the air supply 
units for car paint spray cabins, electrical 
equipment, electric motors, and superfine and 
absolute (HEPA) filtration systems. 
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